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Some people are born boring. Some live boring. Some even die boring. Fred managed to do all
three, and when he woke up as a vampire, he did so as a boring one. Timid, socially awkward, and
plagued by self-esteem issues, Fred has never been the adventurous sort. One fateful night different from the night he died, which was more inconvenient than fateful - Fred reconnects with an
old friend at his high school reunion. This rekindled relationship sets off a chain of events thrusting
him right into the chaos of the parahuman world: a world with chipper zombies, truck driver
wereponies, maniacal necromancers, ancient dragons, and now one undead accountant trying his
best to "survive". Because even after it's over, life can still be a downright bloody mess.
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Iâ€™m honestly not sure where to start with this one, except to say that this book is anything but
uninteresting. Fred (as it was affectionately nicknamed in the digital hallways of REUTS Publications
â€” and no, I did not work on this one) is, in a word, unique. As much because of its unusual
structure as for the protagonist himself. Hayes has once again managed to take stereotypes and
turn them on their head â€” a talent I continually find refreshing.Frederick Frankford Fletcher was just
a normal CPA until the night he was turned into a vampire, when he became exactly the same, just
with fangs. Within pages, Hayes presents us with an interesting take on the age-old creatures of the
night, playing within the mythology to create something new and yet familiar at the same time. And
he continues to do that with a cast of quirky, off-the-wall characters that include such brilliant

inventions as a truck-driver werepony named Bubba. Yes, take a moment to process that. The
image youâ€™re picturing is exactly correct.Through myriad adventures that literally had me
laughing out loud at times (and I never do that), Fred discovers what it means to live, coming to
terms with his new identity as a vampire, learning to love, and even finding a group of friends more
loyal than any he had during life. While the shenanigans are awesomely ridiculous at times, the
heart of the story is one I think many twenty-something people can relate to, and those of us past
that mark can look back on with nostalgia.The one thing that may deter some people from fully
enjoying the story is the format. Broken into five novelettes and presented as excerpts from
Fredâ€™s journal, it doesnâ€™t quite have the flow of a full-fledged, stand-alone novel.
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